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DELIBERATION AS SELF-DISCOVERY

AND INSTITUTIONS FOR POLITICAL SPEECH

Catherine Hafer and Dimitri Landa

ABSTRACT

We present a game-theoretic model of the social dynamics of belief change in

which the (relevant) logically non-omniscient audience becomes convinced that

the speakers’ messages are ‘true’ because its own prior beliefs logically entail them,

rather than – as in cheap-talk models – because the speaker is (endogenously)

trustworthy. We characterize the equilibria of the game and consider how their

aggregate informational properties change with the variation in the institutions

determining the ability of the speakers to reach their audience. We find that for

plausible restrictions on the distribution of arguments and on the corresponding

policy preferences in society, the informationally optimal institutions are first-best

implementable, inegalitarian with respect to the resource allocation across speak-

ers, and assign priority to the (more) extreme argument- and policy-holders.

KEY WORDS . deliberation . non-Bayesian learning . institutions

Introduction

One of the central claims of deliberative democratic theory is that deliberation –

an unforced exchange of reasons aimed at the development of the most justified

policy position or judgment – is a critical element of democracy. Provided that

our judgments are responsive to the morally and politically relevant information

communicated in the course of providing reasons for interlocutors’ positions,

individual and collective decisions untested by such exchanges are likely to be

deficient in the eyes of some, if not all, citizens. If so, then these decisions –

and, by extension, the institutional mechanisms generating them – may, in the

absence of deliberation, fail to gain the requisite degree of political legitimacy

(Manin, 1987; Habermas, 1996; Cohen, 1997).

To the extent that the quality of political decisions and the legitimacy of

political practices are fundamental concerns of both political philosophy and
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political science, an account of deliberation and of its determinants deserves a

central place on the agenda of both. But while deliberation has, indeed, become

one of the most actively explored issues in philosophy (Gutmann and Thomp-

son, 1996; Bohman and Rehg, 1997; Elster, 1998; Macedo, 2000), it has

received relatively little attention in rational choice social science. Not surpris-

ingly, the extensive conceptual argumentation for deliberation has been matched

with little headway in analyzing the optimal implementable institutional

mechanisms that would substantiate in non-ideal political environments the

properties claimed on its behalf (Johnson, 1998; Hardin, 2000).

Our aim is to contribute to closing the gap between these analyses of delib-

eration in two ways: by proposing an analytical model of deliberative practice

that captures some of the key features of empirical deliberations falling outside

the existing rational choice models, and by analyzing the equilibrium properties

of a particular class of institutions in its context.

Arguments and Disagreement

The standard rational choice model of verbal communication – cheap-talk sig-

naling – examines the extent to which agents can successfully communicate pri-

vately known empirical facts that are relevant to some collective decision.

Versions of the cheap-talk model fix primitive preferences over outcomes and

address the impact of communication on induced preferences over instrumental

choices. Individuals may exchange messages about the content of their private

information and, because that information is private, they can, within limits,

engage in misrepresentation of their information. The determination of the extent

or quality of deliberation in such models, then, turns largely on the credibility of

the sent messages, which is induced by the proximity of the sender’s primitive

preferences to those of the individual receiver (Crawford and Sobel, 1982; Austen-

Smith, 1990) or, in the case of a group of receivers, to those of the expected

majorities within the group (Meirowitz, 2007), and by the sender’s pivotalness both

as a source of information and as a voter (Austen-Smith and Feddersen, 2002).

When the information transmitted in deliberation consists of privately known

empirical facts relevant to the application of particular moral principles (self-

interest, fairness, etc.), cheap-talk models capture important features of the delib-

erative interaction. However, as the following examples drawn from recent public

discourse illustrate, deliberation commonly takes a form that cannot plausibly be

construed as an exchange of previously unknown empirical evidence:

(1) Although statistical justifications of racial profiling are not racist, they are wrong

because they ignore the indirect costs of a practice that relies on racial selectivity:

Statistics abundantly confirm that African Americans – and particularly young

black men – commit a dramatically disproportionate share of street crime in

the United States. This is a sociological fact, not a figment of the media’s
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(or the police’s) racist imagination . . . [Nonetheless] politicians . . . must be

willing to demand equal treatment before the law even under circumstances in

which unequal treatment is plausibly defensible in the name of nonracist goals

. . . [The reason is] the recognition . . . that the presence of a racial factor in gov-

ernmental decisionmaking gives rise to the presumption that officials may be

acting in violation of someone’s civil rights. (Kennedy, 1999)

(2) The consenting adults argument for the legal recognition of gay marriage is con-

sistent with the legal recognition of incest, and so cannot be a sufficient policy

principle:

If it’s just about two consenting adults who love each other, why would we

then deny a father and a daughter who’s of age to get married? . . . Why do we

ban such things? It’s because it’s not good for society. (Wood, 2003)

(3) Although the critics of the legal recognition of gay marriage are correct about the

status of the consenting adults argument with respect to incest, it need not follow

that the consequence is, therefore, necessarily socially deficient:

Santorum and Scalia and the rest are absolutely correct that there is no princi-

ple which would deny two brothers from marrying that can allow two unre-

lated gay men from marrying. There is only taboo and prejudice . . . . All of the

arguments about deformed children and abusive parents are red-herrings since

the law could certainly protect against those problems while still allowing for

gay same-sex siblings to do whatever they want. (Goldberg, 2003)1

Although these arguments include references to empirical facts, states of the

world, etc., the deliberation they connote is, in effect, an exercise in ‘experiential

self-discovery’. When these arguments convince, they do so because they invoke

as antecedents knowledge that hearers already have or that can be made self-

evident to them as its deductive or inductive extensions.2 In such deliberation,

1. Other, somewhat more esoteric, examples include most moral philosophical arguments, includ-

ing John Rawls’ (1978) for the uniquely fair character of his principles of justice. The example of

Rawls’ argument is particularly interesting in the context of our article if one interprets the device of

the original position as de-biasing the perspectives of individual citizens, whose social and economic

engagements make it difficult for them to see their way to the correct principles of justice (Hurley,

2000). On this account, as in our model, the normative argument is addressed to those whose ability

to draw implications from their commitments (in Rawls’ case, to fairness) is suitably impaired.

2. Calvert and Johnson (1998: 6) emphasize the prominence of non-cheap-talk arguments in moti-

vating their view of deliberation as a mechanism of coordinating expectations in the context of multi-

ple distributionally non-equivalent equilibria. We believe that deliberation quite likely serves that

function but, in our view, it does so through preference transformation – effectively re-defining the

initial game (though not the game-form). Significantly, our model of this process meets Calvert and

Johnson’s criticisms of preference-transformation views of deliberation: we assume neither the uni-

versal post-deliberative consensus (as in most primitive preference transformation theories) nor that

cheap-talk communication of private information exhausts the deliberative practice.
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the goal of the speaker is not to convince listeners that she and, by extension, her

speech (argument/reason) are credible, but that propositions already known to

the audience to be true are appropriately relevant to the decision at hand. Her

arguments may fail to convince but, unlike in the case of the speaker with truly

private information, largely not because the listeners are guarding against plausi-

ble misrepresentation.3

To underscore the distinction between the expert testimony-like nature of

deliberation approximated by a cheap-talk model and deliberation exemplified

by these arguments, we refer to the latter as ‘deliberation as self-discovery’.

This kind of deliberation poses a substantial theoretical problem for the set of

methodological assumptions employed in most rational choice models. If indivi-

duals are presumed to comprehend fully the implications of their knowledge,

beliefs and preferences, how can the reiteration of some part of this information

alter their policy judgments? Given that the assumption of logical omniscience

obviates the need for arguments that are, from a logical standpoint, self-evident,

developing an internally consistent explanation of that phenomenon necessitates

a different informational model of agents’ decision making.

We introduce such a model in Section 2. It differs from the standard models

in two respects. First, it includes inherently persuasive messages, of the sort

exchanged in deliberation as self-discovery. Second, it relaxes the usual ass-

umptions of agents’ logical omniscience in a way that is analytically precise and

that corresponds to well-known experimental findings in social psychology.

Taken together, these two features allow us to specify a model of deliberation

that both retains the core elements of rational agency and allows us to analyze

the analytically consistent possibility of deliberation as self-discovery within a

broadly rational-actor framework.

We pursue this analysis in a relatively simple strategic model of group delibera-

tion considered in Section 3. Its ontology of deliberation has two key elements that

rationalize the possibility of ‘self-discovery’. First, whatever its outward forms,

deliberation as self-discovery is an attempt to make judgments consistent with

policy-relevant commitments. As such, it is more than the exchange of messages

in an institutionally suitable environment: individuals could be conversing without

deliberating, and consequently, from a causal standpoint, deliberation proper must

be thought of as an activity with a distinct set of (directly unobservable) determi-

nants. This means, in particular, that the kind of learning that may be desired from

deliberation should not be expected from the fact of conversation alone.

Second, we think of deliberation as entailing a trade-off between advocating

a policy position by making arguments in support of it (a posture we refer to as

3. Our model is, however, compatible with the view that the willingness of the listener to enter-

tain the speaker’s argument for a particular position (as distinct from the willingness to accept the

argument, once it has been entertained) depends on the speaker’s credibility, itself induced by the

listener’s prior knowledge of the speaker’s type.
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‘speaking’) and contemplating the arguments presented by others (which we refer

to as ‘listening’). This division is a very common feature of large- and small-scale

deliberative processes in which the degree of attachment to a given policy or argu-

ment and the knowledge of the corresponding issue domain often determine the

extent to which individuals are willing to embrace the role of active ‘carriers of

the message’ in that domain. In the model below, we capture this choice by mak-

ing the cost of contemplating the arguments one hears and, possibly, changing

one’s induced preferences over policy as a consequence, the forgone opportunity

to influence other agents’ policy preferences in order to implement one’s own ex

ante policy judgment. The presence of such trade-offs is consistent with the varia-

tion in the cognitive status of attention and memory that is emphasized in psycho-

logical studies of the determinants of persuasion (Zaller, 1992; Lupia, 2002). It

also explains why more or less rational individuals may, depending on circum-

stances, choose not to engage in costly information processing and, in conjunction

with agents’ limited cognitive abilities, it captures a plausible causal explanation

for the phenomenon of deliberation as self-discovery.

Deliberative Institutions

The strategic context in the group deliberation game introduced in Section 3

provides a natural platform for the normative analysis of implementable delibera-

tive institutions. Because disagreement over the best policy is carried through to

agents’ choices regarding deliberative participation, these choices need not lead

to the best possible aggregate informational quality of post-deliberative deci-

sions. We pursue the analysis of the issue of institutional choice framing such

decisions in Section 4 of the article. We do so by considering a class of empiri-

cally plausible institutional arrangements that affect the informational quality of

post-deliberative decisions by bolstering the reach of particular speakers.

As a heuristic abstraction, our model focuses on some of the features attri-

buted to deliberative democracy without pursuing (though, arguably, being not

inconsistent with) others – most notably, self-learning in the process of articulat-

ing an argument oneself. Correspondingly, our relatively modest goal is to clar-

ify the precise purchase and implications of deliberation as self-discovery as a

dialogical learning mechanism (Christiano, 1997; Fearon, 1998) without claim-

ing to exhaust the causal landscape of deliberation in our analysis. In that spirit,

our main results contain several significant, and perhaps surprising, implications

for deliberative democratic theory. The first of these is the possibility (though not

necessity) of multiple substantively distinct equilibria with different informational

effects, and hence (in the informational causal model of deliberation) different

policy outcomes and different normative properties. These different outcomes are

possible even holding constant the institutional environment in which deliberation

takes place. Second, we show that it is always possible to adjust institutional

levers in order to select and implement uniquely the informationally best of these
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outcomes for a given distribution of parameters. Third, the institutions supporting

such optima are at variance with those that are typically advocated by deliberative

democrats, both in that they are distinctly inegalitarian in their distribution of delib-

erative opportunities across parties publicly articulating different arguments, and in

that they assign priority to the (more) extreme argument- and policy-holders.

Deliberation as Self-Discovery: The Informational Framework

In this section we briefly summarize the key features of our model of non-

Bayesian deliberation, which is at the heart of the model of group deliberation

developed in the following section. To provide a meaningful role for delibera-

tion, we assume that agents are uncertain about the true merits of their alterna-

tives. In particular, suppose that agent i is uncertain about her (true) ideal point

π̂i in the corresponding policy space. In order to operationalize that uncertainty

in a manner consistent with the notion of deliberation discussed above, suppose

that there is a set of reasons, R, each member r, of which, is considered to be

potentially relevant to the determination of the true best policy by some member

of the society. To capture the fact that not all members of a society necessarily

find the same reasons compelling, let an agent’s type be the set of all reasons

that she would consider relevant to the determination of policy, Ri ⊆R, and sup-

pose that agents are heterogeneous in type. LetR be the set of all possible types,

and let π̂i = π̂ðRiÞ definitively associate a true ideal point in the policy space

with an agent’s type, i.e., the function π̂ associates a scalar with an unordered

set. Let a true-type profile ω be an ordered list of the true type Ri of every indi-

vidual i in the society, and let � be the set of possible true-type profiles.

The set of reasons, Ri, that defines agent i; is partitioned (and may be re-

partitioned) into a set of active arguments Ai and a set of latent arguments Li,

with initial partition A0
i , L0

i . Agent i knows the profile of active arguments A
(including her own active argument AiÞ; but she does not know her latent argu-

ment Li; this limitation on her knowledge is the source of her uncertainty over π̂i.

When referring to the arguments that articulates reasons R, we identify them

by their distinct theses, or distinct ‘argument labels’, for example, ‘the human

fetus is a human being’. Since an argument typically consists of a series of pre-

mises, inferences and conclusions, including a summary argument thesis/label,

knowing the label is not the same as knowing, or being persuaded, or even

necessarily knowing that one would be persuaded, by the argument for which it

stands (as is the case in this example). However, the identification of an argu-

ment with a given label often enables agents to assess the probability of encoun-

tering the corresponding arguments in their social interactions, as well as to

determine whether a given thesis, and so the arguments supporting it, could,

in principle, comport with other arguments they know to be true. To simplify

notation, we refer to the reason, the argument articulating that reason, and its
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label as r ∈ R, with the understanding that, in a general case of non-active argu-

ments, agents may, prior to deliberation, know only a label, and not whether

they are convinced by its corresponding argument. Whether a non-active argu-

ment r is one’s latent reason or not depends on whether one would accept the set

of premises the corresponding argument employs. Thus, when referring to r ∈ R

as being in i’s set of latent reasons, we mean that there is a set of premises that i

accepts that would, on examination, imply the validity of the thesis r.

Let a society be composed of a finite set of types R and assume that agents

know R and share common beliefs about the probability of each type, PrðRiÞ
for all Ri ∈ R. From these common beliefs they derive common conditional

probabilities PrðRijAiÞ. No new information about the primitive probabilities

PrðRiÞ is available from playing the game. Although Ri cannot change, the

partition of it can. Let mi be the set of i’s received messages, mi ∈ 2R: If agent i

observes (i.e., receives a message consisting of) an argument that is in her type

Ri, it becomes (or stays) active; if she observes an argument that is not con-

tained in Ri, then she is not persuaded by the argument and no change in the

partition of Ri occurs. This cognitive capacity is summarized formally as

Ai =DðA0
i ;Ri;miÞ=Ri ∩ ðmi ∪A0

i Þ: ð1Þ

This model is agnostic with respect to the nature of the inference entailed in the

recognition of one’s own latent argument. It could include the deductive clo-

sures of statements that the corresponding agents consider to be true but mista-

kenly believe to be irrelevant to the decision-making in question. But the

recognition of latent reasons could be used to model an inductive structure of

belief updating as well.4 In fact, the only restriction (1) implies on the nature of

the connections between the reasons or between the reasons and policies is that

Ai andLi be consistent, i.e., that Ai �:Li:
5 However, in the interests of coher-

ence, one may (as we do in the model of group deliberation below) add the

following caveat: agents cannot give convincing articulations of arguments

that rely exclusively on reasons that could be in their latent sets. Given our

interpretation of the difference between active and latent arguments, this

assumption is quite intuitive and, to some extent, inevitable: if it does not

hold, these differences essentially disappear, and with them the very point of

4. For a sketch of an explicitly inductive model of analogical reasoning, see Aragones et al.

(2001).

5. This may be interpreted to mean that this model of updating rules out the possibility that hearing

an argument would lead you to abandon another argument that you had previously thought to be true.

However, the model (1) allows one to get arbitrarily close to that possibility. To see this, suppose that

on the basis of the information available to i about Ai and the distribution over ω; i chooses πiðAiÞ that

is ε away from πiðAi;L
0Þ; where L0 is such that ðAi;L

0Þ ∈ ω. Then, hearing and recognizing as true

L00, such that L00 ) :L0, would lead i to abandon what is, in effect, a belief that L0 is true.
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deliberation.6 Formally, we assume 8i ∈ N; 8r ∈ R; if Prðr ∈ LijAiÞ 6¼ 0, then

sir = 0; where sir is the probability that i makes argument r:
Our basic ontology of learning is, then, that of recognizing latent reasons –

reasons that agents are endowed with and would be able to embrace as ‘their

own’ after recognizing their fit with other held beliefs, but which are not actively

available to them prior to deliberation either for developing the corresponding

policy position or for attempting to influence others.

We interpret our behavioral assumption with respect to policy belief updating

as saying that agents’ policy positions are ‘sticky’ in the following sense: they

change their policy positions only when they can give or understand a sound

and valid propositional support for the newly adopted positions, at which point

they switch to the policy implied by the conjunction of that (previously latent)

reason and their initial active reason. The ‘sound and valid propositional sup-

port’ is a valid argument that proceeds from premises that are shared by the lis-

tener (or, at least, from the premises that are not contradicted by the listener’s

prior beliefs). The listener’s ‘latent’ reason corresponds precisely to that argu-

ment, and, with the object of learning effectively entailed in her beliefs, her

response embodies what is, arguably, the core element of any philosophically

defensible account of rationality – ‘as a norm, as a second-order disposition of

the following kind: once one becomes aware that one has fallen into irrational-

ity, one will tend to adjust one’s beliefs, attitudes, and actions such as to make

them more rational’ (F�llesdal, 1982: 309; Landa, 2006). Thus, although our

model of agency clearly departs from logical omniscience, it does so without

abandoning the overall philosophical framework of rationality.

The belief ‘stickiness’ that constitutes this departure from logical omniscience

makes our agents akin to Dr Watson, who, to Sherlock Holmes’ repeated frustra-

tion, appears unable to infer the true alternative from the impossibility of its com-

plements. To identify the right alternatives, they, like Watson, need direct evidence,

Li. As we show elsewhere (Hafer and Landa, 2005), agents characterized by (1)

systematically and exclusively fail the condition of Negative Introspection – they

do not know what they do not know.7 Upon hearing an argument that relies on a

6. It is, however, entirely possible that agents’ thought processes prior to public deliberation,

including their attempts to articulate to themselves the arguments they know to be true, leads them

to inferences that increase the size of the set of active arguments. We do not model this process here,

but it is consistent with everything that follows.

7. Let an agent’s set of considered arguments µi consist of all the arguments that she has ever

heard, including her own initial active argument, µi ¼ mi∪A0
i . Let µ ¼ ðµ1; . . . ;µi; . . . ;µnÞ be the

profile of sets of considered arguments and M be the set of all such profiles. Then the informational

structure described above is representable as a possibility correspondence (Geanakoplos, 1989)

Pi : �×M ! �×M; which associates with the true state the set of all states that i deems possible

in that state. Letting E⊆�×M be an event, we can, then, derive from our possibility correspon-

dence its correlated knowledge function identifying the set of states in which every state that i deems

possible is contained in E. We show that this knowledge function satisfies all of the epistemic logic

axioms axiomatizing Bayesian updating, except Negative Introspection.
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reason that is not in their ‘latent’ set, our agents would not (as true Bayesian agents

would) infer from the path of play and their knowledge of the distribution of types

that they are less likely to be a particular type that corresponds to the unconvincing

argument and so must assign greater likelihood to being one of the complementary

types. In effect, then, they will act as if they do not know that the information avail-

able to them has implications for what latent reasons to they must or are likely to

agree with, and so will fail to update their beliefs about their induced ideal policies

accordingly (like Dr Watson and unlike Holmes – the indisputable Bayesian hero –

in the famous episode involving the dog that did not bark in the night).

One rationale for our assumption of violation of Negative Introspection is

empirical plausibility. Long before cognitive and social psychologists gave us the

language and the systematic evidence to describe this phenomenon, Conan Doyle

had noticed that the embodiment of an educated and intelligent everyman systema-

tically lacked Holmes’ impressive Bayesian credentials. Modern psychologists

identify the cognitive bias in favor of one’s own currently held convictions –

whereby, in order to trigger a change in one’s prior position, the argument must

leave little to ambiguity – as one of the most robust experimental findings (Tetlock,

1992; Zaller, 1992; Baron, 1994; Dawes, 1998; Rabin, 1998). As the authors of one

of the seminal studies note, agents ‘may even come to regard the ambiguities and

conceptual flaws in the data opposing their hypotheses as somehow suggestive of

the fundamental correctness of those hypotheses’ (Lord et al., 1979, p. 2099).

Studies of hypothesis testing (Wason, 1968, 1977; Baron, 1994: Ch. 13) find

systematic evidence of a reluctance to see even the possibility of making valid

inferences from disconfirmations of the consequent. Finally, in an experiment based

on the model presented here, Dickson, Hafer, and Landa (2005) find that subjects’

speaking and listening behavior conforms considerably more closely to the predic-

tion for non-Negatively Introspective agents than to that for Bayesian agents.

Aside from empirical psychological plausibility, positing our agents to be like

Dr Watson rather than like Holmes plays a central explanatory role, which we

alluded to in the Introduction. The shortcomings of their rationality provide justi-

fication for the kind of deliberation modeled in this article, and are, in turn,

implied by the need for a consistent model of agency in the analysis of delibera-

tion as self-discovery. If agents update their beliefs only in response to direct

arguments – i.e., arguments that draw out the logical inference from propositions

they already hold true – then their failure to observe some such argument explains

their need for deliberation as self-discovery. We model their updating as a result

of such deliberation, then, precisely in the way that comports with this rationale.

A Model of Group Deliberation

The basic interaction of interest to us is as follows. First, on the basis of the infor-

mation available to them about their own and other agents’ ex ante preferred

policies and about the arguments they could adduce to support them, agents
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simultaneously choose how to distribute their scarce deliberative resources

between ‘speaking’ and ‘listening’. As a function of the combination of such

choices by all agents and the institutional properties mediating them, agents

receive varying degrees of exposure to the arguments supplied by their speaking

counterparts; although all the speakers’ messages are broadcast to all listeners,

not all messages are necessarily heard by every listener. Next, they update their

beliefs in a way described in the previous section, and, at the last stage of play,

make the corresponding policy choices.8

The effectiveness of communication depends on the resources allocated to

sending and to receiving messages (Zaller, 1992: Ch. 7), and we assume that

each agent has a fixed amount of resources to expend in deliberation, normal-

ized to 1. Let λi represent the amount that agent i allocates to receiving mes-

sages and 1� λi the amount allocated to sending messages. In this way, we

capture the costs entailed in deliberation as forgone deliberative opportunities.9

Let N be the set of agents, jNj= 4. Let si = ðsi1; . . . ; sijRjÞ be a jRj-dimensional

vector, where sir is the probability that i sends message r and the components of

si sum to 1. Alternatively, sir may be interpreted as the proportion of ð1− λiÞ
committed to sending r. Let s= ðs1; . . . ; s4Þ be the profile of probability distri-

butions over messages. The relationship between s and the profile of messages

received m is mediated by the institutional structure K; which may be thought to

comprise the rules that enable their speakers to make themselves heard (e.g.,

allocating time in front of the microphone, money to buy time, etc.), and the

individual choices of λ: The probability that i hears a particular reason r is

determined by s; K; and λ. Given this environment, agents have the information

necessary to determine the probabilities of possible outcomes of deliberation.

In their decisions regarding the choice of π and λ; we assume agents to be

expected utility maximizers, given their beliefs about their true reasons Ri (i.e.,

their beliefs about their Li; given their certain knowledge of Ai) and thus about

their ideal point π̂i = π̂ðRiÞ.10 We assume a unidimensional policy space R.

8. Although our model includes only one explicit round of messaging, it is compatible with the

interpretation whereby the sender engages in a series of prompted elaborations of her message – cul-

minating in the transmission of what may be thought of as the ‘best possible articulation’ of that

argument.

9. Introducing leisure as a separate cost of a deliberative activity will have the effect of increas-

ing the number of equilibria: in particular, for some ranges of parameters, there will exist equilibria

in which some of the players choose leisure, as well as equilibria in which all of the players will

choose leisure. However, all of the equilibria we characterize below will have analogues in which

the consequences of deliberation are the same. Moreover, the tradeoffs between speaking and listen-

ing that we are characterizing in the article as well as the general conclusions about the relationship

between informational efficiency and equality of deliberative opportunity will remain the same.

10. We thus bracket all other possible deviations from logical omniscience. Our strategy here is

similar to that of Rabin and Schrag (1999: 38, 2), whose model incorporates one particular cognitive

shortcoming, leaving rational behavior intact everywhere else in the model in order to isolate the

effects of that shortcoming (or, in our case, of the social practice that corresponds to it).
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Each agent cares primitively only about his and others’ policy choices,

π= ðπ1; . . . ;π4Þ; with πi ∈ R, and enjoys the utility uiðπ̂i;πÞ, which is a func-

tion of his true (full-information) policy preference, and the vector of actual

policies choices made by members of the society, including i:
To obtain a more or less sharp equilibrium characterization, we must specify

the shape of individual utilities and the relationship between their reasons and

policy ideal points. (The conjunction of these restrictions is broadly equivalent to

utility specification in the standard Bayesian models.) Rather than explicitly mod-

eling preference aggregation, we assume that agents’ utility is additively separable

with respect to the policy choices of different members of the society. This

assumption corresponds to what Baron (2003) refers to as ‘private politics’ – the

use of the public or political sphere to affect the private choices of other citizens –

and allows us to focus our analysis on deliberative behavior, setting aside the

usual complications of constrained choice, including strategic voting, within spe-

cific institutions of preference aggregation.11 The setting of private politics lends

further credibility to the assumption of a unidimensional policy space since the

private implementation of choices effectively prohibits credible bargaining over

policy compromises across possible issue dimensions.

We assume, moreover, that choices by individuals other than i are weighted

equally in i’s utility and have, for i, no more weight than i’s own choice.

Formally, then,

uðπ̂i;πi;π− i; ; θ; nÞ=−ðπ̂i −πiÞ2 + θ

n− 1

X

j∈N\i

ð−ðπ̂i −πjÞ2Þ ð2Þ

where θ ∈ ½0; ðn− 1Þ�: The quantity −ðπ̂i −πiÞ2 measures i’s disutility from

the distance between her chosen and true policies, and
P

j∈N\ið−ðπ̂i −πjÞ2Þ
captures i’s disutility from the deviation of others’ final policy choices from i’s

own true policy. The ratio θ
n− 1

could be thought of as a measure of how much i

values other persons’ choices relative to her own, with θ= n− 1 when i thinks

of her own choice as having the same moral weight for her as that of each of the

other members of the group, and θ= 0 when i’s moral system is effectively

autarchic, i.e., when policy choices by others do not enter into i’s welfare.

We consider a set of possible reasons with four elements, R = fA;B;C;Dg;
and a set of possible types consisting of three two-element subsets of R;

11. From the deliberative-democratic perspective, our representation of individual utilities is,

arguably, most plausible in deliberations within ‘civil society’ or the ‘public sphere’ (Habermas,

1989). Examples of issues, deliberations on which would most immediately fall into the domain of

private politics, include the desirability of obtaining abortions (holding constant the official policy); the

workforce participation of women; the value of post-secondary education; choices concerning child-

bearing, etc. More generally, our formulations of individual preferences could be thought of as the

first-order approximation of preferences in the context of public politics, i.e., politics in which a single

binding decision is made following deliberation.
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R= ffA;Bg; fB;Cg; fC;Dgg: The initial partition of Ri into A0
i and L0

i is such

that each agent has exactly one active and one latent argument. Unless specified

otherwise, we let
S4

i= 1A
0
i = fA;B;C;Dg, so that each possibly persuasive (to

someone) argument has a proponent in the society, i.e., each of the four agents

has a different active reason. Although this restriction is not without loss of

generality, it has benefits beyond the increase in the technical tractability of the

model. In particular, it allows us to avoid having to make contestable assump-

tions on the nature of (potentially strategic) coordination among agents with the

same active argument on ‘getting out the message’, and focus our attention on

the case of full argument representation, which is often implicitly assumed in

political theory discussions. Since one of our main results argues against the

equal institutional treatment of proponents of different reasons, this assumption

is, effectively, biased against our findings.

We restrict our attention to a relationship between types and policy ideal

points, i.e. a mapping of the set of types into the policy space, such that there

is no argument that is shared by the extreme policy types but not by the moder-

ate type (a property that we refer to as connectedness). This restriction does not

constrain agents from sending messages across the argument spectrum – i.e., it

does not require that i, such that Ai =A, necessarily send the A message or target

as her audience the agents whose (ex ante) policy is closest to her own. What con-

nectedness does rule out are cases in which the opposite ideological extremes

could be persuaded by the same argument on behalf of two different policies even

though the policy moderate finds that argument unpersuasive. For example, a

mapping of types into ideal policy points s.t. π̂ðfA;BgÞ< π̂ðfA;CgÞ< π̂ðfB;CgÞ
is not connected because B is persuasive both to the leftist and to the rightist but

not to the moderate. Though connectedness is a formal constraint, it seems

empirically plausible for a wide range of cases of issue deliberation.12

Proceeding with these assumptions and eliminating redundant combinations

of sets of types and ideal policy mappings, we arrive at the following two pos-

sibilities: π̂ðfA;BgÞ< π̂ðfA;CgÞ< π̂ðfA;DgÞ and π̂ðfA;BgÞ< π̂ðfB;CgÞ<
π̂ðfC;DgÞ.13 A brief glance at the incentives induced in the deliberation game

with the former indicates that the game is dominance-solvable. Although agents

12. This condition becomes more demanding as the cardinality of the set of true types increases.

The plausibility of high-cardinality sets depends on one’s view of the number of distinct internally

consistent types in the population with respect to a given issue. Our guess is that, on most issues, that

number is rather small.

13. All possible combinations of two out of four reasons is a set of six possible two-reason types,

AB;AC;AD;BC;BD;CDf g, which generates 20 possible sets of three types, R, each of which

gives rise to six possible permutations under π̂. Out of the resulting 120 combinations of mapping π̂

on domain R, only four are distinct up to symmetric transformations with respect to the reason

names. In addition to the two possibilities discussed in the text, they include two unconnected map-

pings such that π̂ðfA;BgÞ< π̂ðfA;CgÞ< π̂ðfB;CgÞ and π̂ðfA;BgÞ< π̂ðfA;CgÞ< π̂ðfB;DgÞ. The

exposition is straightforward and omitted here.
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whose active reasons are B;C; and D do not know reason A, the policy consistent

with their active reason is unique, and so they know their correct policy choices

with certainty. If so, then, agents whose active reason is A have no messages of

interest to others to communicate. Correspondingly (using the subscript to denote

the agents with the relevant initial active reasons) λ∗A = 1; and λ∗B = λ∗C = λ∗D = 0:
This case is, therefore, uninteresting from a strategic standpoint and weakly inde-

pendent of the institutional circumstances framing the individual choices.

The remainder of the article, therefore, assumes the latter case, with the

society containing three possible types, R= ffA;Bg; fB;Cg; fC;Dgg, mapped

into the space of policies by π̂ : R ! fπ̂ðfA;BgÞ= − 1; π̂ðfB;CgÞ= 0;
π̂ðfC;DgÞ= yg, where y> 0:

An agent may, on the basis of her evaluations of the likelihood that she is of

a given true type Ai ∪Li, choose πi to be any point in R; because her true ideal

point is in the interval ½− 1; y� with certainty, policies outside this interval are

dominated, and so without loss of generality we can restrict our attention to

½− 1; y�. Agents have common beliefs, given R, about the stochastic process

generatingRi ∈ R: Let pRi
: = PrðRiÞ; and p= ðpR1

; pR2
; pR3
Þ; the list of types

is exhaustive, so
P
Ri ∈ω pRi

= 1: Given the distribution of true types and the avail-

able information about her own type, Ai; agent i can identify the policy that maxi-

mizes her expected utility. Given the vector of equilibrium policy choices in the

post-deliberation continuation game, other agents’ (simultaneous) deliberative

behavioral strategies, and beliefs about the true-type profile (conditioned on the

given active-reasons profile), each agent can choose the messages she sends and

allocate her deliberative resources optimally.

Finally, K = ðKA;KB;KC;KDÞ ∈ ½0; 1�4 is our vector of institutional para-

meters (with each agent being notationally identified by her active argument).

An increase in the institutional parameter for a given speaker increases the like-

lihood that that speaker’s arguments are heard. We assume that the probability

that any agent i will hear a particular reason r sent by an agent j is increasing in

the resources that i dedicates to listening and in the resources that j dedicates to

speaking. In particular, that probability is ð1− λjÞKjλi, and given the profile of

probability distributions over sent messages s, the profile of individual alloca-

tions λ; and the institutional parameter K; the probability that i hears a particular

argument r from any speaker is
P

j 6¼i s∗jrð1− λjÞKjλi:
14

Equilibrium

We begin our analysis of the deliberation game by characterizing its equilibria.

As in the usual Perfect Bayesian equilibrium concept, we require that each

14. We discuss the robustness of our results with respect to the shape of this communication

technology in the text that follows.
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agent’s equilibrium behavioral strategy maximize her expected utility, given her

beliefs and the strategies of other agents, at the point in the game at which she is

called upon to act. (For the formal definition of the equilibrium behavioral strat-

egy, see Proof of Proposition 2 in Appendix.) Contrary to standard Bayesian

equilibrium concepts, however, our agents do not update their beliefs in a man-

ner consistent with Bayes’ Rule; rather, we assume that beliefs change in accor-

dance with the cognitive model described in the previous section. We restrict

attention to equilibria in undominated strategies. Let vector ðλ∗;π∗; s∗Þ be a

behavioral strategy profile that satisfies all the equilibrium requirements. Then:

PROPOSITION 1: In the game described above:

(i) i’s equilibrium policy choice, as a function of Ai, is π∗
i ðfAgÞ=

π∗
i ðfA;BgÞ= − 1; π∗

i ðfDgÞ=π∗
i ðfC;DgÞ= y; π∗

i ðfB;CgÞ= 0, π∗
i ðfBgÞ=

− pAB
pAB +pBC

, and π∗
i ðfCgÞ= pCD

pCD +pBC
y;

(ii) for all i ∈ N; s∗ir = 1 for r ∈ Ai and s∗ir = 0 for r∈� Ai;

(iii) the equilibrium vectors λ∗ are as depicted in Figure 1, with the values of
~λBðp;K; yÞ, ~λCðp;K; yÞ, Gðθ; y;pÞ; and Fðθ; y;pÞ derived in the Appendix.

Proof. See Appendix.

As Figure 1 shows, the group deliberation game has different unique equilibria

on three subsets of parameter values and multiple (three) equilibria on the remain-

ing subset. Given the form of agents’ utility functions, their (post-deliberative)

policy choices in all of these equilibria are, not surprisingly, dominant strategies.

More interesting is the fact that, for all parameter values, all agents send messages

consisting of their active reasons. Given our model of updating, doing so can only

move the listeners toward the respective speakers, whereas sending other mes-

sages would, in expectation, have the opposite effect. ‘Sincere’ speech thus

emerges in our model not as a consequence of myopic speakers, but of myopic

listeners.15 Another feature common to all equilibria is that agents with extreme

reasons (A or D) never listen in deliberation. Although such agents do not know

their latent reasons (in the sense of being able to articulate them), they can infer

with certainty the policies that correspond to their active reasons, and so cannot

learn any piece of information that would make them change their policy choices.

Being convinced by hearing their latent reasons has, thus, no impact on their uti-

lity, and they are always willing to forgo hearing them for the chance of convin-

cing a moderate to move toward them.

The only difference in equilibrium play is, then, in how much listening and

speaking is done by the pre-deliberative policy moderates. For some conditions

on the primitive features of the deliberative environment, one or both types of

15. Compare to Mackie (1998).
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moderate will receive sufficient benefits from listening to an extreme argument

that they will strictly prefer listening to speaking regardless of the other moder-

ate’s behavior. For other conditions, a moderate will prefer to listen only if the

other moderate speaks enough (in addition to the relevant extremist’s speaking),

and will otherwise prefer to speak; when that is true for both moderate types,

multiple combinations of behaviors can be self-enforcing.16 The simultaneous

existence of three equilibria in the lower left quadrant of Figure 1 raises the ques-

tion of equilibrium selection. In the next section, we address this question from a

normative standpoint but first consider the policy consequences of deliberation.

To get a measure of policy change, we compute the aggregate expected

deliberation-induced policy shift by summing the differences between pre- and

expected post-deliberative policy positions. Without loss of generality, let

E½�Right� be the shift rightward, so that

E½�Right�=E
X

i∈N

ðπ∗
i ðDðA

0
i ;Ri;miÞÞ−π∗

i ðA
0
i ÞÞ

" #

 

λ∗ = (0, 1, 1, 0) 

λ∗ = (0, 0, 1, 0)

 λ∗ = (0, 1, 0, 0)

 λ∗ = (0, 1, 0, 0)

 

λ∗ = (0, 0, 1, 0)

 

λ∗ = (0, λB, λC, 0)
~~

KA /KB 

F(θ, y, p) 

KD /KC G(θ, y, p) 

Figure 1. Equilibrium Vectors λ∗ of the Group Deliberation Game

16. The possibility of multiple equilibria is preserved for any communication technology in which

both listening and speaking have diminishing marginal returns, i.e., such that Prðrj ∈ miÞ is weakly

increasing and concave with respect to λi and Prðri ∈ mjÞ is weakly decreasing and concave with

respect to λi: The specification of Fðθ; y;pÞ and Gðθ; y;pÞ changes, but the substantive conclusions

are the same. The details are available from the authors upon request.
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Note that this measure produces the value of the net aggregate shift, so that right-

ward and leftward changes of the same magnitude produce a net aggregate shift

of 0. The following proposition summarizes our findings on the manifest ideolo-

gical effects of deliberation, as measured by E½�Right�.17 Because equilibria are

distinct in λ∗; we henceforth identify them by λ∗:

PROPOSITION 2:

(i) For every equilibrium, the expected aggregate post-deliberative rightward shift in

policy is non-increasing in KA and KB and non-decreasing in KC and KD;

(ii) Both the direction and magnitude of the aggregate shift in policy, as well as the

response of each to changes in y; vary with the equilibrium being played.

Proof. See Appendix.

As part (i) of the proposition shows, greater control over deliberative

resources has, not surprisingly, a favorable effect on the direction of the post-

deliberative policy drift across the equilibria. What is less expected, perhaps, is

the effect of the interaction between the equilibrium and y on the direction and

magnitude of aggregate ideological shift. In particular, in the appendix, we show

that in λ∗ = ð0; 1; 0; 0Þ and λ∗ = ð0; 0; 1; 0Þ; the direction of the aggregate shift

is independent of y. In λ∗ = ð0; 1; 1; 0Þ; the aggregate shift is rightward if and

only if y is sufficiently large. Moreover, in λ∗ = ð0; 1; 0; 0Þ; the magnitude of the

aggregate shift is independent of y; in λ∗ = ð0; 0; 1; 0Þ; the magnitude of

the shift is increasing in y, regardless of the direction of the shift; in

λ∗ = ð0; 1; 1; 0Þ; the magnitude of the shift is decreasing in y when the aggregate

shift is leftward but increasing in y when it is rightward.

The intuition for these differences is as follows. Because in the equilibrium

ð0; 1; 1; 0Þ, agent B is exclusively listening, C is not receiving any B messages and

so can only move to the right. The more radical the right-most position (i.e., the

greater the yÞ, the greater will be the right-ward tendency. By contrast, in the equili-

brium ð0; 0; 1; 0Þ; C is receiving B messages and so can move to the left. More-

over, the greater y, the greater is the potential move to π= 0, since rational

expectation of high y are, all else equal, inducing a more right-leaning pre-delibera-

tive policy position. The consequence is a somewhat subtle conclusion: the more

extreme the right, the greater is the expected post-deliberative move to the left.

The intuition for the invariance of the ideological shift with respect to the

variation in y in the equilibrium ð0; 1; 0; 0Þ is in the fact that, as Proposition 1

17. We confine our analysis of the impact of changes in primitives on aggregate ideological

outcomes to points at which these changes affect agent behavior (as captured by the best-response

correspondence) smoothly, and so do not derive comparative statics for the aggregate outcomes asso-

ciated with λ∗ ¼ ð0; ~λB; ~λC; 0Þ.
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shows, that equilibrium exists only if the right policy extreme is sufficiently

moderate (i.e., y is sufficiently low). When that condition holds, it is rational for

the right-moderate agent C to forgo listening entirely, and so the local variation

in y has no effect. However, a substantial change in y away from the range sup-

porting this equilibrium would lead to an equilibrium switch and a correspond-

ing change in the expected aggregate policy shift.

Institutional Choice and Informational Welfare

Suppose that a government (or a constitutional mechanism that entails an effective

instrument for enforcing the government’s actions) is choosing a policy that deter-

mines K – in effect, the background institutional ‘rules’ in the context of which the

deliberation game is played. A particularly appealing candidate for such rules is

the maximization of the aggregate informativeness of post-deliberative individual

positions, or, equivalently, minimization of the aggregate deviations of agents’

post-deliberative policy choices from their own true (fully informed) policy prefer-

ences. K chosen in this fashion would epitomize the familiar reasons for citizen

sovereignty and respect for diversity of opinion, and against government paternal-

ism and the non-neutral manipulation of information.18 In the remainder of this

section, we consider the features of institutions that meet this criterion. Formally,

then, let aggregate expected error in policy choices I =E½
P

iðπ̂i −πiÞ2� be our

measure of the informational inefficiency of deliberation.

The I-minimization criterion of institutional design can be used as a nor-

mative criterion of equilibrium selection and as the criterion for the selection

of institutions K that generate optimal implementable outcomes. In particular,

given the existence of multiple equilibria, we may rank them in relation to our

measure of informational welfare and, conditional on their equilibrium imple-

mentability, use the behavioral levers afforded by the choice of K to direct play

toward the most informationally efficient equilibrium.

Our next proposition addresses the nature of the behavioral targets for

our normative analysis and their implementability, i.e., asking what patterns of

individual behavior yield the most informationally efficient outcomes, and how

much equilibrium play ties the hands of the institutional designer. The proposi-

tion shows that for any given set of primitives, the most informationally efficient

equilibrium corresponds to the interlocutors’ corner allocation of λ (i.e., an allo-

cation in which every individual strictly prefers only to speak or only to listen).

18. Significantly, this criterion is distinct from that of maximizing the extent deliberation. Since

deliberation is a means rather than an ultimate end, and it has, as modeled here, a publicly appreci-

able opportunity cost, this distinction is not surprising.
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PROPOSITION 3:

(i) One of the corner allocations λ is always more informationally efficient than the

interior equilibrium;

(ii) Each of the three corner equilibria is uniquely implemented under the values of

K that minimize I; given the corresponding equilibrium λ∗;
(iii) The most informationally efficient allocation of resources can be uniquely

implemented.

Proof. See Appendix.

This proposition may be seen to yield two important implications for the ana-

lysis of deliberation. First, the (more) procedurally egalitarian or symmetric

equilibrium, in which both parties that stand to learn from listening engage in

some speaking and some listening, is always inferior, from the standpoint of

informational efficiency, to one or another of the very asymmetric corner equili-

bria, in which only one of two parties that stand to learn from listening actually

does listen and listens exclusively, while the other exclusively speaks. Signifi-

cantly, this result is independent of the specifications of the underlying para-

meters of the model, though the identity of the most informationally efficient

equilibrium is not. If the causal purchase of deliberation is informational, this

proposition establishes the appeal of managing public deliberation through

explicit asymmetric restrictions on the roles of deliberating parties.

The intuition for this result is as follows. B’s choosing to allocate posi-

tive amounts of her deliberative resources to both activities implies that, given

C’s behavior, B’s marginal expected return from attempting to persuade others

(speaking) and contemplating the verity of others’ reasons (listening) are equal.19

But, while the marginal benefit of listening is the same whether evaluated accord-

ing to the informational criterion ðmin E½I�Þ or the individual choice criterion

(max E½ui�Þ, the marginal benefit of speaking is different. This discrepancy occurs

for two reasons. First, the individual decision maker cares less about the choice

of any other individual than she does about her own, i.e. θ < n− 1, while the

informational criterion values the choice of each individual equally. Second, the

individual decision maker is evaluating the desirability of others’ ultimate policy

choices against her own ideal policy point, whereas the informational criterion is

evaluating the desirability of each individual’s choice against that individual’s

ideal policy point. Either of these factors is enough to ensure that if the individual

is indifferent between speaking and listening, the marginal expected decrease in

the aggregate error from one activity must be greater than that of the other. It

19. The indifference is induced by the linearity of E½uðBÞ� in λB, which is plausible in this model.

Doing away with the linearity would give Bs strong preference, but not alter the flavor of the result,

since the divergence in the social and in the individual incentives would remain.
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follows that one of the corner equilibria better satisfies the informational criterion

than does the equilibrium in which all agents devote some resources to speaking.

By way of better understanding this result, it is worth underscoring its formal

and substantive connection to our account of deliberation as self-discovery. As we

show elsewhere, if our agents were Bayesian, we would see no speech in equili-

brium.20 The intuition is as follows. A Bayesian will update his beliefs in response

to an unpersuasive reason as well as a persuasive one. Because players’ pre-

deliberative positions are in expectation optimal (that is, because they [correctly]

incorporate their uncertainty about their true ideal points), and because the speaker

obtains diminishing marginal utility from the proximity of the listener’s choice to

the speaker’s own ideal point – a standard assumption in the spatial models of poli-

tics – the expected harm to the speaker associated with the listener resolving her

uncertainty outweighs the expected benefit to the speaker of the listener doing so.

Because no players will speak, no deliberation will happen, and so the issue of

informational optimality of equilibria with Bayesian players is moot.

This said, it is the case that one can construct a traditional Bayesian cheap-

talk model of information transmission that would yield a result that would be

qualitatively similar to Proposition 3. However, given that model’s approxima-

tion of what we referred to above as ‘expert deliberation’, such a result would

be neither substantively surprising (after all, some of us are, indeed, experts and

others may very well be less so) nor all that controversial to deliberative demo-

crats. Because the model of deliberation as self-discovery more closely approxi-

mates what arguably happens in day-to-day deliberative interactions between

citizens (interactions in which the speaker’s access to private information is a

relatively atypical defense of a proffered claim), the participants are best thought

of as much more equal in terms of what they can offer to each other. In that con-

text, a result that says that inequitable opportunity to speak is informationally

efficient is, therefore, considerably more interesting.

Indeed, from the normative standpoint, this result is rather striking. In parti-

cular, it appears to be at odds with one of the strongest intuitions in the delibera-

tive democracy literature. As one of its leading contributors put it:

In ideal deliberation, parties are both formally and substantively equal. They are

formally equal in that the rules regulating the procedure do not single out indivi-

duals. Everyone with the deliberative capacities has equal standing at each stage of

the deliberative process. Each can put issues on the agenda, propose solutions, and

offer reasons in support of or in criticism of proposals. And each has an equal

voice in the decision. The participants are substantively equal in that the existing

distribution of power and resources does not shape their chances to contribute to

deliberation, nor does that distribution play an authoritative role in their delibera-

tion. (Cohen, 1997: 74)

20. Hafer and Landa (2005). Although the specification of the state space is somewhat different,

the same argument used to establish the result in that paper is valid in the present model as well.
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The intuition behind this statement is both straightforward and attractive: true

policy or judgment cannot be manufactured by anything other than reason, and

denying equal public airing of claims to it seems to suggest either paternalism

or efforts to manipulate the outcome (why else would the voice be suppressed

if not because of the possibility that the audience may find it [dangerously]

appealing?). As our results suggest, this intuition does not extend to cases in

which deliberation does not necessarily lead to universal agreement, and in

which deliberative resources are scarce. The informational efficiency of delib-

eration (which becomes the epistemic equivalent of ‘truth’) may be best served

neither by the equal standing of speakers with respect to the deliberative proce-

dure, nor, as the analysis below indicates, by the irrelevance of the distribution

of resources available to them.

One may attempt to respond to this by arguing that providing for the possi-

bility of hearing a dissenting opinion may have good future consequences, even

if today one may find it unpersuasive (Mill, 1989). This is, of course, true to a

point, but its being true relies on the possibility of delivering the reasons to

those who may, in principle, be persuaded by them, and that is precisely what

drives our results. Since altering the distribution of deliberative resources away

from the informational optimum means failing to allow the more consequential

arguments to be heard, the right question to ask, it seems to us, is not whether

truth suffers from the fact that a disagreement is not aired, but which of the pos-

sible disagreements is more productively explored, given what we know about

ourselves and the limitations we face.21

The second key implication of Proposition 3 concerns the question of what

kinds of institution are most able to further that goal. In particular, the conjunc-

tion of parts (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 3 says that a (neutral) institutional

designer interested in minimizing the aggregate informational loss I would be in

a position to treat the problem of minimizing I as essentially unconstrained: the

most informationally efficient combination of individual strategies and institu-

tional choices is uniquely implementable in equilibrium. Moreover, as part (ii) of

the proposition indicates, in determining the optimal K; we can restrict our atten-

tion to the minimization of I for each given equilibrium play, and, selecting the

minimand vector K; expect to be able to implement it in that equilibrium. This is,

then, the approach we now take in determining the optimality of K.22

Since the case of unlimited resources is often implausible, we assume that

there exists a (binding) resource constraint, so that an increase in KAi
must come

21. Of course, our results do not imply that it is beneficial for society to suppress the possibility of

disagreement or make it more difficult for someone to make personal choices that are at odds with

those preferred by others.

22. It is noteworthy that in all of the equilibria, agents have very different preferences over the

distribution of K: The question of implementing an optimal distribution is, therefore, politically

sensitive.
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at the expense of a decrease in KAj
; for at least some pairs of distinct types

Ai 6¼ Aj: The following examples help illustrate the politically familiar nature

of this choice. The first example is a consideration of an issue by a committee.

The total amount of time a committee may have to spend on an issue is often

fixed, and how that time is allocated often determines the nature of the discus-

sion and its outcome. In such a context, our vector K can be interpreted as an

allocation of speaking time among the members. Another, very different, appli-

cation is campaign finance. In the context of the effort to reform political cam-

paign finance in the USA, a scenario that has received considerable attention

(e.g., Donnelly, Fine and Miller, 1997) goes as follows. Suppose that the suppor-

ters of the reform have been able to organize sufficient support for a measure

that bans campaign contributions to the candidates, parties, or political action

committees. In exchange, the government is taking upon itself the issuing of

grants to the candidates to finance the sending of messages to constituents, using

various media outlets, organizing campaign rallies, visits by the candidate, etc. –

i.e., the sort of measures that may be thought to increase K: In the case of such a

policy, it is reasonable to conclude that the resources available to candidates are

finite and binding. In this case, too, the question of how to distribute the funds

among the candidates acquires special importance. Our last result addresses the

optimal choice of institutions when, as in these examples, institutional resources

are scarce. Let K∗
Ai

be the socially (informationally) optimal value of KAi
: Then:

PROPOSITION 4:

(i) λ∗ = ð0; 1; 1; 0Þ and K∗ = ðK∗
A; 0; 0;K

∗
DÞ, with K∗

A; K
∗
D > 0 derived in the Appen-

dix, are informationally optimal if both the probability of a moderate true-type

is greater than the probability of each of the extreme types and the asymmetry

between the radicalism of the extremists is not too great (i.e. y is neither ‘too

large’ nor ‘too small’);

(ii) λ∗ = ð0; 1; 0; 0Þ and K∗ = ðK∗
A; 0;K

∗
C; 0Þ; with K∗

A > 0, K∗
C ≥ 0 derived in the

Appendix, are informationally optimal if the left-wing position is relatively more

radical (i.e. if y is sufficiently small);

(iii) λ∗ = ð0; 0; 1; 0Þ and K∗ = ð0;K∗
B; 0;K

∗
DÞ; with K∗

B ≥ 0, K∗
D > 0 derived in the

Appendix, are informationally optimal if the right-wing position is relatively

more radical (i.e. if y is sufficiently large).

Proof. See Appendix.

Thus, the deliberative institutions K under which the deliberative body

achieves the highest equilibrium-implementable informational efficiency vary

with features of the primitive features of that body, namely, with the distribution

of types p and with the relative radicalism of the extreme ‘right’ and ‘left’ posi-

tions. Unless the differences between the right and moderate policy positions
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and between the left and moderate positions are sufficiently similar, one of the

two most inegalitarian institutions is strictly best on informational grounds –

viz., one which induces only one of the two moderate types to consider reasons

made by others and under which one type has no role in deliberation at all.

Furthermore, when the leftist is relatively more radical than the rightist, it is

informationally optimal to empower the leftists to speak and not the rightists,

with the reverse being true when the rightist is relatively more radical.

This somewhat surprising result is a consequence of the neutrality of the

informational criterion with respect to different individuals’ true or fully-

informed judgments of the best policy. Because of this neutrality, if one kind of

error in individual policy choice is substantially more serious than another, the

combination of institutional arrangement and equilibrium behavior that is infor-

mationally optimal is the one that better eliminates the more serious error. An

error may be ‘serious’ either because it is highly likely or because it is great in

magnitude. Because the marginal utility of greater proximity to the ‘correct’

policy is decreasing, the expected error made by an agent who is uncertain

whether she prefers the more radical extremist position or the moderate position

is necessarily greater (in utility terms) than the expected error made by an agent

who is uncertain whether she prefers the less radical extremist or the moderate

position. The minimization of aggregate error then dictates, ceteris paribus, that

the institutional environment and the deliberative behavior should be such that

the agent who is compromising between the more radical extreme and moderate

positions should receive the information necessary to resolve her uncertainty.

Since that information includes the argument that supports exclusively the more

radical extremist position, the institutional arrangement should ensure that it is

heard. Since that information also includes the argument that could persuade her

to adopt the moderate position, the corresponding moderate interlocutor must be

induced to speak. An institutional environment that minimizes the ability of the

less radical of the extremists to make her argument heard minimizes the benefits

of listening accruing to the moderate interlocutor and so induces her to allocate

her resources to speaking.

The optimal institutional arrangements identified in Proposition 4 may be

thought to give the extreme left and right agents strong incentives to strategically

exaggerate the radicalism of their policy positions. Indeed, all else equal, being

able under such arrangements to appear more radical than the agent at the oppo-

site policy extreme would have the effect of denying that agent the opportunity

to move the moderate closest to her further away from the first agent. The possi-

bility of such a strategic action is, however, severely limited. Empowering the

speech of the more radical extremist is informationally optimal only because it

assists a more moderate agent in resolving her uncertainty about the best policy.

The fact of her uncertainty rests on the apparent plausibility, to her, of the

extreme position. The more radical the extreme position, the less plausible it
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becomes to the moderate agent, and so the less receptive the optimal deliberative

institutions are to promulgating that radical’s message.

Subject to this caveat, the results presented above on the desirability of bol-

stering the ability of extremists to make themselves heard are robust to expand-

ing the set of types (possibly by introducing more arguments). For any connected

mapping of this set into a unidimensional policy space, there are active argument

types that correspond to specific extreme positions with certainty. Because they

cannot benefit from listening themselves but, given connectedness, can and

will choose to make arguments that are (in expectation) persuasive to others, the

social value of empowering these extremists to speak follows.

Our final observation is a note of caution. The choice of political institutions

is typically made in relation to a number of different criteria, only one of which

– informational efficiency – is analyzed here. The desirability of other criteria,

such as political stability, may justifiably lead us to choose institutions that are

suboptimal with respect to informational efficiency. How such situations may

arise may be gleaned from Proposition 4: when λ∗ = ð0; 1; 0; 0Þ and K∗ =
ðK∗

A; 0;K
∗
C; 0Þ; or when λ∗ = ð0; 0; 1; 0Þ and K∗ = ð0;K∗

B; 0;K
∗
DÞ; one of the ideo-

logical extremes is, effectively, excluded from the deliberative process. To the

extent that such exclusions increase the appeal to those individuals or groups of

actions that are outside the legitimate channels of political influence, society

may choose to sacrifice informational efficiency in the interests of discouraging

them from resorting to such actions. From this standpoint, results such as those

in Proposition 4 should be seen less as prescriptions than as identifications of

the trade-offs we may be facing in our choices of social and political institu-

tions, clarifying what is being sacrificed in a given institutional choice and so

leading to more considered choices as a result.

Conclusion

The model in this article captures what we argue to be the key features of a com-

mon type of public deliberation – one in which the information conveyed by the

speaker is accepted not on the strength of the speaker’s credibility, but on the

strength of the intrinsic correspondence between the propositional content of his

message and the analytical structure of the current knowledge and beliefs of the

listener. Since that type of deliberation is only meaningful when agents are not

logically omniscient, we consider a model which relaxes logical omniscience in

a way consistent with empirical evidence, but also in a way that preserves the

broad contours of rational agency. Our model delivers several conclusions that

both challenge the received wisdom in deliberative democratic theory and point

toward a fruitful research agenda in the formal-theoretic analysis of public

deliberation.
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Some of the elements of this research agenda, such as the effect of deliberation

on ideological group polarization, have already been pursued elsewhere (Hafer

and Landa, 2005). As we showed in that article, the predictions of our model of

deliberation for the ideological group dynamics in biased groups conform to the

robust empirical evidence of post-deliberative group polarization (Sunstein, 2002).

The model of deliberation as self-discovery holds promise for addressing several

other politically important issues as well. One such issue concerns the optimal

design of subgroups or subcommittees. Given the dependence – evident in our

model – of the agents’ relative incentives to speak or listen on the composition of

the group, informational welfare is not invariant with respect to different sub-

group/sub-committee divisions. For the same reasons, if speaking is sequential, we

should expect variation in informational welfare depending on the order of

speakers.

Another future avenue of research is the development of a theory of electoral

competition that relies on what would be, arguably, a more plausible model of

campaigning than that studied in the extant models. In this theory, candidates

could strategically choose positions and corresponding argument supports in

expectation of activating the latent arguments of the electorate and provoking

endogenous political activism on their behalf from the voters who are ‘more

certain’ of their policy positions.

Finally, the effects – in relation to various normative institutional criteria,

including the one adopted in the present article – of adopting different prefer-

ence aggregation rules on the practice of deliberation as self-discovery are of

particular interest. A consideration of this issue will enable what promises to be

an instructive comparison of the model of deliberation as self-discovery with

the recent advances in the analysis of cheap-talk models of institutional effects

(e.g., Austen-Smith and Feddersen, 2002; Gerardi and Yariv, 2002).

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1: Our equilibrium is a vector ðπ∗ðAi;R; π̂ð:; yÞ;pÞ;
s∗ðA;R;p;π∗; λ∗;KÞ; λ∗ðA0

i ;A
0
− i; λ− i;π

∗; s∗;R; π̂ð:; yÞ;p;K; θÞÞ in undomi-

nated strategies, such that for all i;

π∗
i ð:Þ ∈ arg max

πi ∈ ½− 1;y�

X

Ri ∈ R
PrðRijAi;R; pÞuðπ̂ðRiÞ;πi;π− i; :Þ;

s∗i ð:Þ ∈ arg max
si ∈ 4ðRÞ

E½uðπ∗ð:Þjsi;A;R; p; λ∗Þ�;

λ∗i ð:Þ ∈ arg max
λi ∈ ½0;1�

E½uiðπ̂i;π
∗ðAi; :Þ; θ; nÞjs∗; p;R; π̂ð:; yÞ;K; λ�:

(1) π∗
i is a dominant strategy. π∗

i ðfAgÞ=π∗
i ðfA;BgÞ; π∗

i ðfDgÞ=π∗
i ðfC;DgÞ;

and π∗
i ðRiÞ= π̂ðRiÞ8Ri ∈ R: π∗

i ðfBgÞ and π∗
i ðfCgÞ maximize
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E½uðπ̂i;πÞjfBg; :Þ�= − pAB

pAB + pBC
ðπ+ 1Þ2

− pBC

pAB + pBC
ðπ− 0Þ2 + θ

3

X

j 6¼i

E½− ðπ̂i −πjÞ2j:�

E½uðπ̂i;πÞjfCg; :Þ�= − pBC

pCD + pBC
ðπ− 0Þ2

− pCD

pCD + pBC
ðπ− yÞ2 + θ

3

X

j 6¼i

E½− ðπ̂i −πjÞ2j:�

Solving the first-order conditions
∂E½uðπÞj:�

∂π
= 0 yields the result.

(2) Recall that by assumption 8i ∈ N; Prðr ∈ LijAiÞ 6¼ ; ! sir = 0. Then

R ! sAB = sBA = sBC = sCB = sCD = sDC = 0: From R and A, PrðA ∈ LijAiÞ > 0

if and only if Ai = fBg: From (1), (2), and part 1 of this Proposition, s0C =
ð0; sCB; sCC; sCDÞ weakly dominates sC = ðsCA; sCB; sCC; sCDÞ 8sCA > 0; s0D =
ð0; sDB; sDC; sDDÞ weakly dominates sC = ðsDA; sDB; sDC; sDDÞ 8sDA > 0; and

s0A = ðs0AA; sAB; sAC; sADÞ weakly dominates sA = ðsAA; sAB; sAC; sADÞ 8s0AA > sAA.

Therefore, s∗CA = s∗DA = 0 and s∗AA = 1− ðsAB + sAC + sADÞ: By symmetry,

s∗BD = s∗AD = 0 and s∗DD = 1− ðsDA + sDB + sDCÞ:
From R and A, PrðB ∈ LjjAjÞ > 0 if and only if Aj = fAg or Aj = fCg:

From (1), (2), and part 1 of this Proposition, s0D = ðsDA; 0; sDC; sDDÞ weakly dom-

inates sD = ðsDA; sDB; sDC; sDDÞ 8sDB > 0; and s0B = ðsBA; s
0
BB; sBC; sBDÞ weakly

dominates sB = ðsBA; sBB; sBC; sBDÞ 8s0BB > sBB. Therefore, s∗DB = 0

and s∗BB = 1− ðsBA + sBC + sBDÞ: By symmetry, s∗AC = 0 and s∗CC = 1−
ðsCA + sCB + sCDÞ:

(3) π∗
i ðfAgÞ=π∗

i ðfA;BgÞ and π∗
i ðfDgÞ=π∗

i ðfC;DgÞ ) λ∗A = 0 and λ∗D = 0

are weakly dominant.

Suppose Ai = fBg. Substituting π∗, s∗, and λ∗A = λ∗D = 0 into (2), differentiat-

ing, and gathering terms yields

∂E½uð:jfBg; :Þ�
∂λB

=KA
pABp2

BC

ðpAB +pBCÞ3
+KCð1−λCÞ

pBCp2
AB

ðpAB +pBCÞ3

− θ

3
KBλC

pBC

ðpBC +pCDÞðpAB +pBCÞ

× pAB 1+ pCDy

pBC +pCD

� �2

−1

 !
+pBC

pCDy

pBC +pCD

� �2
" #

The critical value of λC at which
∂E½uð:jfBg;:Þ�

∂λB
=0 is

~λC = 3pABðpBC +pCDÞ3ðpABKC +pBCKAÞ
3p2

AB
ðpBC +pCDÞ3KC + θyKBpCDðpBC +pABÞ2ðpCDyðpAB +pBCÞ+pABðpCDy+2ðpBC +pCDÞÞÞ

Hence λ∗B =1 if λC < ~λC, λ∗B =0 if λC > ~λC, and λ∗B ∈ ½0;1� if λC = ~λC ≤1:
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Suppose Ai = fCg. Using π∗, s∗, and λ∗A =λ∗D = 0,

∂E½uð:jfCg; :Þ�
∂λC

=KBð1−λBÞ
pBCp2

CDy2

ðpBC +pCDÞ3
+KD

pCDp2
BCy2

ðpBC +pCDÞ3

− θ

3
KCλB

pBC

pAB +pBC

pBC

pBC +pCD

pAB

pAB +pBC

� �2
"

+ pCD

pBC +pCD
y+ pAB

pAB +pBC

� �2

− y2

 !#

The critical value of λB at which
∂E½uð:jfCg;:Þ�

∂λC
=0 is

~λB = 3pCDðpAB +pBCÞ3ðpBCKD +pCDKBÞy2

3p2
CD
ðpAB +pBCÞ3KBy2 +KCθpABðpBC +pCDÞ2ðpABðpBC +pCDÞ+2pCDðpAB +pBCÞÞ

Hence

λ∗C =1 if λB < ~λB, λ∗C =0 if λB > ~λB, and λ∗C ∈ ½0;1� if λB = ~λB ≤1:
λ∗B = 1 is a best response 8λC if ~λC > 1: Cancelling terms and isolating KA

KB

yields

Fðθ; y; pÞ= θ

3

pCDðpAB + pBCÞ2y

pABpBCðpBC + pCDÞ3
ðpCDð2pAB + pBCÞy+ 2pABðpBC + pCDÞÞ:

Similarly, λ∗C = 1 is a best response 8λB if ~λB > 1: Cancelling terms and

isolating KD
KC

yields

Gðθ; y; pÞ= θ

3

pABðpBC + pCDÞ2

pBCpCDðpAB + pBCÞ3y2
ðpABðpBC + pCDÞ+ 2pCDðpAB + pBCÞÞ

It is straightforward to verify that the fixed points in the best-response func-

tion are those stated in the Proposition.

Proof of Proposition 2: Taking the expectation over possible consequences of

deliberation, substituting the assumed communication technology, and collect-

ing terms,

E½�Right�=
X

i∈N

X

r∈R

PrðLi =frgjA0
i Þ
X

j∈N\i

sjrð1−λjÞKjλi½πiðA0
i ∪frgÞ−πiðA0

i Þ�

Substituting the equilibrium choices of π and λ and simplifying, we get

E½�Rightð0;1;0;0Þ�= pABpBC

ðpAB +pBCÞ2
ðKC −KAÞ

E½�Rightð0;0;1;0Þ�= pBCpCD

ðpBC +pCDÞ2
yðKD −KBÞ
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E½�Rightð0;1;1;0Þ�= pBCpCD

ðpBC +pCDÞ2
yKD − pABpBC

ðpAB +pBCÞ2
KA

Solving the inequalities E½�Rightð:Þ�> 0 for the corresponding equilibria, we

obtain the conditions under which the deliberation produces a rightward shift.

The derivatives with respect to K and y are obvious and omitted.

Proof of Proposition 3: (1) Substituting π∗, s∗, λ∗A and λ∗D, which are common

to all the equilibria in undominated strategies, into I, taking the expectation over

the outcomes of deliberation, given the beliefs over the true-type profile condi-

tioned on the known active-reasons profile, and re-arranging terms, we obtain

Ið0; λB; λC; 0Þ= pABpBC

ðpAB + pBCÞ3
ðpBCð1−KAλBÞ+ pABð1−KCð1−λCÞλBÞÞ

+ pBCpCDy2

ðpBC + pCDÞ3
ðpCDð1−KBð1− λBÞλCÞ+ pBCð1−KDλCÞÞ ð3Þ

∂2IðλB;λCÞ
∂λ2

B

=0 implies argminλB∈ ½0;1� Ið0;λB;λC;0Þ∈f0;1g. Likewise
∂2IðλB;λCÞ

∂λ2
C

=0

implies argminλC ∈ ½0;1� Ið0;λB;λC;0Þ∈f0;1g.
(2) Consider λ∗ = ð0; 1; 1; 0Þ. ∂Iðλ∗;K;:Þ

∂KA
< 0 and

∂Iðλ∗;K;:Þ
∂KD

< 0, and
∂Iðλ∗;K;:Þ

∂KB
=

∂Iðλ∗;K;:Þ
∂KC

= 0, so any K such that KA = 1 and KD = 1 minimizes I. K = ð1; 0; 0; 1Þ
corresponds to the upper right quadrant of Figure 1, and hence, from Proposition 1,

implements ð0; 1; 1; 0Þ as the unique equilibrium: By a similar argument, given

λ∗ = ð0; 1; 0; 0Þ, K = ð1; 0; 1; 0Þ minimizes I and uniquely implements λ∗, and

given λ∗ = ð0; 0; 1; 0Þ, K = ð0; 1; 0; 1Þ minimizes I and uniquely implements λ∗.

(3) Follows from (1) and (2).

Proof of Proposition 4: Let �∗ðλ;k;p;yÞ∈ argmin
K∈fKj

P
i∈NKi≤kg Iðλ;K;p;yÞ.

Given the Proposition 3, we need only to compare Iðλ;�∗ðλ; :Þ; :Þ for λ∈
fð0;1;1;0Þ;ð0;1;0;0Þ; ð0;0;1;0Þg to identify

K∗ðk;p;yÞ∈ arg min
K ∈ fKj

P
i∈N

Ki≤kg
Iðλ∗ðK; :Þ;K;p;yÞ:

Henceforth, let λ∗1=ð0;1;1;0Þ, λ∗2=ð0;1;0;0Þ%, and λ∗3=ð0;0;1;0Þ.
We first describe �∗ðλ; k; p; yjλÞ. Substitute λ∗j into (3), and let Qðλ∗jÞ=

frjr ∈ R and
∂IðλÞ
∂Kr

< 0g and index its elements i= 1; 2 such that
∂IðλÞ
∂Kq1

≤ ∂IðλÞ
∂Kq2

.

Then �∗q1
ðλ∗j; k; p; yÞ= minfk; 1g; �∗q2

ðλ∗j; k; p; yÞ= maxf0;minfk− 1; 1gg,

and 8r∈� Qðλ∗jÞ, �∗r ðλ∗j; k; p; yÞ= 0: Letting X = ðpBC + pCDÞ3pAB

ðpAB + pBCÞ3pCD
,
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�∗ðλ∗1; k; p; yÞ=

ð1; 0; 0; 1Þ if k ≥ 2

ð1; 0; 0; k − 1Þ if k ∈ ½1; 2Þ and X > y2

ðk; 0; 0; 0Þ if k < 1 and X > y2

ðk − 1; 0; 0; 1Þ if k ∈ ½1; 2Þ and X < y2

ð0; 0; 0; kÞ if k < 1 and X < y2:

8
>>>><

>>>>:

�∗ðλ∗2; k; p; yÞ=

ð1; 0; 1; 0Þ if k ≥ 2

ð1; 0; k − 1; 0Þ if k ∈ ½1; 2Þ and pBC > pAB

ðk; 0; 0; 0Þ if k < 1 and pBC > pAB

ðk − 1; 0; 1; 0Þ if k ∈ ½1; 2Þ and pBC < pAB

ð0; 0; k; 0Þ if k < 1 and pBC < pAB

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

�∗ðλ∗3; k; p; yÞ=

ð0; 1; 0; 1Þ if k ≥ 2

ð0; 1; 0; k − 1Þ if k ∈ ½1; 2Þ and pCD > pBC

ð0; k; 0; 0Þ if k < 1 and pCD > pBC

ð0; k − 1; 0; 1Þ if k ∈ ½1; 2Þ and pCD < pBC

ð0; 0; 0; kÞ if k < 1 and pCD < pBC

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

By comparing Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; :Þ; :Þ, Iðλ∗2; �∗ðλ∗2; :Þ; :Þ, and

Iðλ∗3; �∗ðλ∗3; :Þ; :Þ, we identify for each j= 1; 2; 3 the conditions under which

Iðλ∗j; �∗ðλ∗j; :Þ; :Þ is least, and hence identify K∗ðk; p; yÞ.

(1) k ≥ 2. λ∗1 = arg min Iðλ∗; �∗ðλ∗; 2; :Þ; :Þ, and hence K∗ð:Þ= ð1; 0; 0; 1Þ iff

y2 ∈ ðXpAB
pBC

;X
pBC
pCD
Þ: If y2 <X

pAB
pBC

, then K∗ð:Þ= ð1; 0; 1; 0Þ; and if y2 > X
pBC
pCD

,

then K∗ð:Þ= ð0; 1; 0; 1Þ.
(2) k ∈ ð1; 2Þ: For each of the three equilibria, �∗ðλ; :Þ has two possible values condi-

tional on ðp; yÞ, generating eight subcases:

(i) X > y2 and pCD > pBC > pAB. Then λ∗1 = arg min Iðλ∗; �∗ðλ∗; :Þ; :Þ, and

hence K∗ð:Þ= ð1; 0; 0; k− 1Þ; iff y2 ∈ ðXpAB
pBC

;X
pBC
pCD
Þ. If y2 <X

pAB
pBC

, then

K∗ð:Þ= ð1; 0; k− 1; 0Þ; and if y2 > X
pBC
pCD

, then K∗ð:Þ= ð0; 1; 0; k− 1Þ.
(ii) X<y2 and pCD <pBC <pAB. Then λ∗1 = arg min Iðλ∗; �∗ðλ∗; :Þ; :Þ, and hence

K∗ð:Þ= ðk− 1; 0; 0; 1Þ; iff y2 ∈ ðXpAB
pBC

;X
pBC
pCD
Þ. If y2 <X

pAB
pBC

, then K∗ð:Þ=
ðk− 1; 0; 1; 0Þ; and if y2 > X

pBC
pCD

, then K∗ð:Þ= ð0; k− 1; 0; 1Þ.
(iii) X > y2 and pBC > pAB, pCD <pBC. Then Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; k; :Þ; :Þ≤

Iðλ∗3; �∗ðλ∗3; k; :Þ; :Þ. Then if y2 <X
pAB
pBC

, then K∗ð:Þ= ð1; 0; k− 1; 0Þ; else

K∗ð:Þ= ð1; 0; 0; k− 1Þ.
(iv) X<y2 and pBC >pAB, pCD <pBC. Then Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; k; :Þ; :Þ≤

Iðλ∗2; �∗ðλ∗2; k; :Þ; :Þ: Then if y2 <X
pBC
pCD

, then K∗ð:Þ= ðk− 1; 0; 0; 1Þ; else

K∗ð:Þ= ð0; k− 1; 0; 1Þ.
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(v) X> y2 and pCD<pBC<pAB. Then Iðλ∗1;�∗ðλ∗1;k; :Þ; :Þ<
Iðλ∗3;�∗ðλ∗3;k; :Þ; :Þ and Iðλ∗1;�∗ðλ∗1;k; :Þ; :Þ ≥ Iðλ∗2;�∗ðλ∗2;k; :Þ; :Þ: Then

λ∗2= argminIðλ∗; �∗ðλ∗; :Þ; :Þ, and hence K∗ð:Þ= k−1;0;1;0ð Þ.
(vi) X<y2 and pCD > pBC > pAB. Then

Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1;k; :Þ; :Þ<Iðλ∗2; �∗ðλ∗2;k; :Þ; :Þ and

Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1;k; :Þ; :Þ ≥ Iðλ∗3; �∗ðλ∗3;k; :Þ; :Þ: Then λ∗3 = arg min Iðλ∗;
�∗ðλ∗; :Þ; :Þ; and hence K∗ð:Þ= 0;1;0;k−1ð Þ.

(vii) X > y2 and pBC <pAB, pCD > pBC. Then Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; k; :Þ; :Þ ≥
Iðλ∗2; �∗ðλ∗2; k; :Þ; :Þ: If also pAB > pCD; then λ∗2 = arg minIðλ∗; �∗ðλ∗; :Þ; :Þ;
and hence K∗ð:Þ= k− 1; 0; 1; 0ð Þ: If pAB <pCD; then K∗ð:Þ= k− 1; 0; 1; 0ð Þ if

y2 <X
ðpAB +pBCðk− 1ÞÞ
ðpCD +pBCðk− 1ÞÞ ; else λ∗3 = arg min Iðλ∗; �∗ðλ∗; :Þ; :Þ and hence

K∗ð:Þ= 0; 1; 0; k− 1ð Þ.
(viii) X<y2 and pCD > pBC, pBC <pAB. Then Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; k; :Þ; :Þ ≥

Iðλ∗3; �∗ðλ∗3; k; :Þ; :Þ: If also pAB <pCD; then λ∗3 = arg minIðλ∗; �∗ðλ∗; :Þ; :Þ,
and hence K∗ð:Þ= 0; 1; 0; k− 1ð Þ. If pAB ≥ pCD; then K∗ð:Þ= 0; 1; 0; k− 1ð Þ if

y2 > X
ðpAB +pBCðk− 1ÞÞ
ðpCD +pBCðk− 1ÞÞ ; else λ∗2 = arg min Iðλ∗; �∗ðλ∗; :Þ; :Þ and hence

K∗ð:Þ= k− 1; 0; 1; 0ð Þ:

(3) k ∈ ð0; 1�: Again, there are eight subcases:

(i) X > y2 and pCD > pBC > pAB. Then Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; k; :Þ; :Þ=
Iðλ∗2; �∗ðλ∗2; k; :Þ; :Þ. If y2 <X

pBC
pCD

, then Iðλ∗2; �∗ðλ∗2; k; :Þ; :Þ<
Iðλ∗3; �∗ðλ∗3; k; :Þ; :Þ, and hence K∗ð:Þ= k; 0; 0; 0ð Þ; else, K∗ð:Þ= 0; k; 0; 0ð Þ:

(ii) X<y2 and pCD <pBC <pAB. Then Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; k; :Þ; :Þ=
Iðλ∗3; �∗ðλ∗3; k; :Þ; :Þ: If y2 > X

pAB
pBC

, then Iðλ∗3; �∗ðλ∗3; k; :Þ; :Þ<
Iðλ∗2; �∗ðλ∗2; k; :Þ; :Þ, and hence K∗ð:Þ= 0; 0; 0; kð Þ; else, K∗ð:Þ= 0; 0; k; 0ð Þ:

(iii) X > y2 and pBC > pAB, pCD <pBC. Then Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; k; :Þ; :Þ=
Iðλ∗2; �∗ðλ∗2; k; :Þ; :Þ<Iðλ∗3; �∗ðλ∗3; k; :Þ; :Þ. Hence K∗ð:Þ= k; 0; 0; 0ð Þ:

(iv) X<y2 and pBC > pAB, pCD <pBC. Then Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; k; :Þ; :Þ=
Iðλ∗3; �∗ðλ∗3; k; :Þ; :Þ<Iðλ∗2; �∗ðλ∗2; k; :Þ; :Þ. Hence K∗ð:Þ= 0; 0; 0; kð Þ:

(v) X > y2 and pCD <pBC <pAB. Then Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; k; :Þ; :Þ ≥
Iðλ∗2; �∗ðλ∗2; k; :Þ; :Þ and Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; k; :Þ; :Þ<Iðλ∗3; �∗ðλ∗3; k; :Þ; :Þ: Then

λ∗2 = arg min Iðλ∗; �∗ðλ∗; :Þ; :Þ, and hence K∗ð:Þ= 0; 0; k; 0ð Þ.
(vi) X<y2 and pCD > pBC > pAB. Then Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; k; :Þ; :Þ ≥

Iðλ∗3; �∗ðλ∗3; k; :Þ; :Þ and Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; k; :Þ; :Þ<Iðλ∗2; �∗ðλ∗2; k; :Þ; :Þ. Then

λ∗3 = arg min Iðλ∗; �∗ðλ∗; :Þ; :Þ, and hence K∗ð:Þ= 0; k; 0; 0ð Þ.
(vii) X > y2 and pBC <pAB, pCD > pBC. Then Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; k; :Þ; :Þ ≥

Iðλ∗2; �∗ðλ∗2; k; :Þ; :Þ: If also pAB > pCD; then λ∗2 = arg min Iðλ∗; �∗ðλ∗; :Þ; :Þ,
and hence K∗ð:Þ= 0; 0; k; 0ð Þ: If pAB < pCD; then λ∗3 = arg min

Iðλ∗; �∗ðλ∗; :Þ; :Þ, and hence K∗ð:Þ= 0; k; 0; 0ð Þ if y2 > X
pAB
pCD

; else

K∗ð:Þ= 0; 0; k; 0ð Þ:
(viii) X<y2 and pCD > pBC, pBC <pAB. Then Iðλ∗1; �∗ðλ∗1; k; :Þ; :Þ ≥

Iðλ∗3; �∗ðλ∗3; k; :Þ; :Þ: If also pAB <pCD; then λ∗3 = arg min Iðλ∗; �∗ðλ∗; :Þ; :Þ,
and hence K∗ð:Þ= 0; k; 0; 0ð Þ. If pAB > pCD; then λ∗2 = arg min
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Iðλ∗; �∗ðλ∗; :Þ; :Þ, and hence K∗ð:Þ= 0; 0; k; 0ð Þ if y2 <X
pAB
pCD

; else

K∗ð:Þ= 0; k; 0; 0ð Þ:
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